Fast neutron computed tomography (FNCT) generally needs a longer measurement time because of low source strength and low detection efficiency. In order to reduce measurement time, methods of reducing single measurement time and the numbers of projection are employed, but, the two reductions lead to high statistics noise projections and sparse sampling. A good reconstruction algorithm can reduce the influence of these problems for reconstructed images. In this study, the maximum likelihood-expectation maximization algorithm (MLEM) based on the total variation algorithm (TV) and median root prior algorithm (MRP), named MLEM-TV-MRP has been proposed. The proposal incorporates the assumption of the Poisson distribution of projection noises, gradient image sparseness, and locally monotonous. The use of MLEM in the proposal was for reducing the influence of high statistics noise by considering the statistical characteristics of projection noise; the TV algorithm was employed to decrease the influence of sparse sampling by considering gradient image sparseness. Also, the MRP was introduced to remove artifacts and noise by considering the locally monotonous. In addition, a consistency-controlled steepest descent (CCSD) method and TV change method were respectively employed to adaptively adjust the iteration step-size of TV iteration and adaptively stop TV iteration in the proposed algorithm. A classical noise-free phantom was used to initially test the performance of the proposed algorithm− the results showed high-quality reconstruction. To further illustrate its performance in FNCT, a lead-polyethylene (Pb-CH2) sample with 25 high statistics noise projections was employed. SNR value of MLEM-TV-MRP showed an increase of about 62%, 40.7%, 36.7%, and 12.6% respectively as compared to the single-use of MLEM, MLEM-MRP, TV-POCS (projection on convex sets) and MLEM-TV. Also, the profile of the MLEM-TV-MRP algorithm is found to be closest to that of a reference image. In addition, the MLEM-TV-MRP has good convergence performance especlially in convergence value. The results have demonstrated that the proposed algorithm can greatly reduce the influences of few high statistical noise projections on reconstruction in FNCT.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the detection of hydrogen-containing metal samples and isotopes, neutron computed tomography (CT) which makes The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Yi Zhang . up for the inadequacy of conventional X/γ CT is an efficient nondestructive testing method [1] - [3] . Neutron CT (NCT) has the advantages of no internal structure information overlap as compared with neutron radiography [1] . NCT has two steps under prerequisites of neutron radiography: (1) rotating the scanned object to obtain multiple neutron radiography VOLUME 8, 2020 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ with equal spacing angles; (2) and then, reaping reasonably reconstruction images by using reconstruction algorithms (e.g., filtered back projection (FBP) algorithms or maximum likelihood-expectation maximization algorithm (MLEM) to deal with the obtained radiography. A typical NCT system consists of a neutron source, a collimator, a sample rotation device, and a neutron imaging system. The imaging system may consist of a conversion screen and a CCD camera.
An NCT system may also include a programmed computer system for controlling the sample rotation device, capturing and storing image bytes, as well as for reconstructing CT images [4] - [5] . A schematic diagram for a typical NCT system is shown in Fig. 1 . Classification of NCT is mainly based on the supplied neutron source energy, i.e., thermal neutron CT and fast neutron CT (FNCT). Thermal neutrons have high reaction cross-section for most elements; for this reason, a conversion screen for thermal neutrons CT can achieve good detection efficiency (15%) [6] - [7] . Most thermal neutron CT is based on reactors neutron source or spallation neutron source, which usually provide high neutron flux [8] - [9] . Thus, the technology of thermal neutron CT is widely used in many applications such as water distribution in fuel cells, corrosion of aluminum and cracks in ceramics [10] - [11] . However, thermal neutron CT is not suitable for detection in thicker or denser samples due to the weak penetration of thermal neutrons. On the other hand, it is known that fast neutrons have a smaller reaction cross-section within most materials. The property makes fast neutrons have better penetration ability than thermal neutrons. The high penetrability of fast neutrons makes FNCT suitable for detection in thicker or denser samples [6] . Notwithstanding, the application of FNCT generally suffers low detection efficiency (0.1%) [12] and low source intensity. The former is due to the low reaction cross-section between the fast neutrons and the conversion screen. The latter is because the FNCT application is mostly based on accelerator neutron sources whose intensities are relatively feeble compared with reactor neutron sources or spallation neutron sources. These result in long measurement time which puts forward higher requirements for neutron sources, such as stability and thermal conductivity. In order to reduce the measurement time, researchers have made some attempts in the neutron imaging system to improve the detection efficiency for fast neutrons. For example, a plastic scintillator detector array had been used instead of a conversion screen and a CCD camera. But, the change came at the cost of sacrificing spatial resolution [13] - [15] . In this study to shorten the total measurement time, the methods, reducing measurement time of single projection (an neutron photography) and numbers of projection are employed at the same time. But, these methods lead to high statistics noise in the projections and sparse sampling. Nevertheless, another plausible proposal to mitigate the influence of the problems is a good algorithm [14] .
NCT reconstruction algorithms can be divided into analytical algorithms and iterative algorithms [16] . FBP analytic algorithm is the most common reconstruction algorithm in commercial and scientific research. Its advantages are high reconstruction speed and high-quality reconstruction. But, FBP requires complete projection number equivalent to π /2 times the number of detector row bins (i.e., according to the Nyquist-Shannon sampling theorem [17] ). It is also affected by low statistics noise per projection. The complete projection number and low statistics noise projections can be obtained for thermal neutron CT within acceptable measurement time due to high neutron source and high detection efficiency of the conversion screens. However, it is difficult to meet the two conditions for the case of the FNCT.
Fortunately, iterative reconstruction algorithm can reconstruct incomplete projection numbers [18] - [19] by incorporating prior knowledge (e.g. non-negative) [20] - [21] and selecting different objective functions according to reconstruction purpose [22] . Though this algorithm has a shortcoming of slow image reconstruction speed, the reconstruction time can be negligible compared to the average FNCT measurement time. Additionally, there are variant iterative reconstruction algorithm types: algebraic iterative reconstruction algorithm, joint algebraic generation reconstruction algorithm and Maximum likelihood-expectation maximization algorithm (MLEM), etc. MLEM takes into consideration the statistical noise of projections, which can effectively eliminate the statistics noise in the reconstructed image. Thus, MLEM is usually employed to reduce the influence of high statistics noise. However, MLEM cannot get satisfactory reconstructed images under sparse sampling [23] - [24] . So, in this work, we employed total variation algorithm (TV)-based on compressed sensing (CS) theory to decrease the influence of sparse sampling (i.e., this method is in accordance with the assumption of gradient image sparseness). For further reduction in artifacts and noise, median root prior algorithm (MRP) had been introduced and used in accordance with the assumption of locally monotonous. In summary, we proposed an MLEM based on total variation and median root prior, MLEM-TV-MRP. In addition, to adaptively adjust the step-size of TV iteration and adaptively stop TV iteration, a consistency-controlled steepest descent (CCSD) method and TV change method had been used respectively. Finally, to evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm, we compared the reconstruction results with that of MLEM, MLEM-MRP, TV-POCS (projection on convex sets) and MLEM-TV.
II. ALGORITHM
Under noiseless conditions, FNCT measurement can be converted to a line integral through continuous object function as in Eq. (1):
where, F(l) represents the object function of the fast neutron attenuation coefficient. For any actual CT system, the imaging model of Eq. (1) can be approximated by the following discrete linear system Eq. (2):
where, P represents the known projection matrix, which consists of p i representing the projection value of the i th ray, and the total number of rays are I. F is the pixel values of one-dimensional vector of discrete image with length J. A represents the system matrix, which consists of a i,j representing the contribution of i th pixel to the j th ray. In this study, A is obtained by a ray-driven method which is to find the intersection length between the ray and the intersecting pixels [25] . The imaging model of Eq. (1) can be converted to a discrete linear system of Eq. (2), but, the discrete linear system is very difficult to be solved directly for ill-conditionedness [26] . To solve the discrete linear system, i.e., finding an optimal solution for F from a known P, an MLEM-TV-MRP algorithm was proposed. The overall strategy of MLEM-TV-MRP was to incorporate the assumption of the Poisson distribution of projection noises, gradient image sparseness, and locally monotonous. To implement the above assumptions, an optimization model for MLEM-TV-MRP was cast as follows [26] : (A) Objective, TV minimization:
subject to; (B) the inequality constraints data fidelity:
and (C) locally monotonous constraints, MRP filtering operation:
where, τ is the error tolerance of data consistency.
In the algorithm to solve the optimization model, an alternating minimization manner was used. In other words, TV minimization data fidelity and MRP filtering operation were implemented separately. The objective [Eq. (3)] was solved by gradient descent method for the minimization of TV. The Eq. (4) was performed by the MLEM method for enforcing the projection data constraint. The Eq. (5) (MRP) was also used to implement the assumption of locally monotonous. Thus, the MLEM-TV-MRP algorithm consisted of three parts, namely MLEM algorithm, TV algorithm and MRP algorithm.
A. MLEM ALGORITHM
In FNCT, the long measurement time can be decreased by cutting down on single measurement time; but, cutting down on single measurement time results in high statistics noise in projections.
However, MLEM, proposed by Shepp and Vardi, has good statistical noise immunity, because, it takes into account the Poisson statistical characteristic of the projections [24] , [27] , thereby providing a solution to the high Poisson statistics noise in the projections. The purpose of MLEM is to find an estimated solution with the maximum likelihood of projections using expectation maximum method in the iterative process. MLEM is mainly divided into two steps: (1) calculating the conditional expectation of the likelihood function, and (2) finding a parameter estimate that maximizes the conditional expectation. The detailed derivation of MLEM is referenced in [18] . The iteration formula is as follows:
where, i is the order number of ray (the detector bin) from 1 to I (I is the total number of detector bins). j is the order number of pixels from 1 to J (J is the total number of pixels). p i represents the projection value of i th ray. f (k) (j) represents the gray-scale value of the j th pixel at k th iteration. k represents the number of iteration from 1 to K (K is the total number of iterations). From Eq. (6), it can be seen that MLEM has some good characteristics such as multiplicative iteration, simultaneous iteration and non-negative iteration. However, MLEM does not satisfactorily solve the problem of sparse sampling; the reconstructed image quality becomes worse at a higher number of iterations [28] .
B. TV ALGORITHM
In FNCT, the long measurement time can also be decreased greatly by cutting down on the number of projections, but, it also results in sparse sampling. Nonetheless, according to the CS theory proposed by Candes et al. [29] , it is possible to reconstruct an exact image from highly under-sampled projections if the image is sparse or can be sparsely represented. The CS theory breaks through the limitations of the Nyquist-Shannon sampling theorem and provides a solution to sparse sampling.
Generally, sample images in FNCT cannot satisfy the prior distribution of sparsity, but, the images can almost be sparsely represented after finite-difference transform (i.e., Eq. (7) [30] ); that is, their gradient images are sparse. In addition, the L1 norm of finite-difference transform, i.e., total variation, is used as the objective function of TV minimization. The function is defined as shown in Eq. (8) .
where, f m,n represents the gray-scale value of the pixel (m, n).
In 1990, Green proposed a one-step-late algorithm based on Bayesian theory to improve the reconstruction image quality of MLEM [31] , but, the key difficulty for this algorithm was an issue of finding an appropriate energy function [32] . To resolve this challenge, Alenius proposed MRP in 1994 by utilizing a median filter instead of the energy function [33] . MRP is well suited for images which have locally monotonous. This is due to MRP's ability to reduce artifacts and noise, especially isolated noise spikes [33] . Thus, in this study, to remove the unwanted artifacts and noise, MRP (representing the Bayesian part only in this study) was introduced into the proposed algorithm by considering constraints of locally monotonous. The formula for MRP is as follows:
where, Med(f (k) (j)) represents the median value of j th pixel at k th iteration over a 3 x 3 pixel neighborhood. λ (k+1) MRP (j) represents the MRP factor. If a reconstructed image contains locally non-monotonic structures like isolated noise spike, then the MRP factor is not equal to 1 due to the inequality between the pixel value and its median value. This will modify the value of MLEM to suppress these structures. β is the Bayesian parameter and its value is from 0 to 1.
D. PSEUDO-CODE FOR MLEM-TV-MRP ALGORITHM
To illustrate the MLEM-TV-MRP algorithm more clearly, the pseudo-code for an adaptive MLEM-TV-MRP algorithm is shown in Table 1 .
E. PARAMETER SELECTION
In this study, the MLEM-TV-MRP algorithm involved two main parameters: β in the MRP part and α in the TV part. According to related studies [33] and our test, the reconstruction image quality is not sensitive to β value, so, an arbitrary value of 0.8 is used. On the contrary, α -parameter has a great influence on the reconstructed image quality, and an appropriate α -value can ensure a high-quality reconstruction image. The consistency-controlled steepest descent (CCSD) method [34] is adopted to select the iteration step-size α. The iteration step-size α can be expressed by Eq. (10) .
where, F (0) is the initial pixel value whose value was selected as 0.001 in this study; |AF (0) -P| is constant if F (0) has been initialized; F (k+1) is the pixel value of (k +1) th main iterations; |AF (k+1) -P| is updated with the number of iterations of the main loop, but, it remains unchanged in inner loop of TV subroutine. When the AF (k+1) gets closer to the known projection P, the step-size α becomes smaller. If the projection data is noise-free, the step-size α finally tends to 0. But, in real application, the projection data P is corrupted by noise. Finally, the step-size α becomes τ /|AF (0) -P| when |AF (k+1) -P| is lesser or equal to τ . The τ value is chosen according to literature [34] . The CCSD method can adaptively adjust gradient-descent step-size α according to the consistency term. In the initial iteration of MLEM-TV-MRP, the estimation obtained by the reconstruction algorithm differs greatly from the feasible solutions. According to Eq. (10), a large step-size α is generated to accelerate the optimization procedure. However, as the estimation gets closer and closer to the feasible solution with increasing iterations, the step-size α gets smaller and smaller; this has the effect on reducing fluctuations and improves the convergence quality. Thus, the method eliminates the difficulty of parameter determination, which is usually chosen empirically [34] .
F. STOPPING CRITERIA
Stopping criteria are necessary for the main loop and TV subroutine loop in the MLEM-TV-MRP algorithm. In this study, the method in which the difference (d) of reconstructed image (F) between the current iteration and the previous iteration is small enough was used to stop the main loop. For the TV subroutine loop, the method in which a number of iterations is empirically set at a fixed value was used [25] - [26] . However, this method may result in a TV optimization process ceasing either before or after the optimal solution. Therefore in this study, we used a TV change method instead of the normal fixed value method. This method can adaptively stop the TV subroutine loop by evaluating the TV changes of reconstructed image between the current inner iteration and the previous inner iteration. For an adaptive method, a ratio m is defined in Eq. (11) [34] .
where, ||f || (k+1,0) TV and ||f || (k+1,q) TV respectively are the initial and q th iteration TV value of the TV subroutine loop during the (k+ 1) th iteration of the main loop. When the ratio m is small enough, the TV subroutine loop will stop. The number of iterations of each TV subroutine loop is adaptively updated on the basis of the TV changes results. For different reconstructed images, the method also has high flexibility. 
III. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, a Shepp-Logan phantom was used to initially validate the performance of MLEM-TV-MRP algorithm. Then, to further illustrate its performance in FNCT, a P-CH2 sample phantom was employed to validate the performance of the MLEM-TV-MRP algorithm. To evaluate the reconstructed image quality, we used some evaluation methods such as visual inspection (i.e., the most convenient approach to evaluate an image), and quantitative evaluations such as signal-noise-ratio (SNR) and structural similarity (SSIM) index.
SNR is used to estimate the noise level of a reconstructed image, i.e., when the SNR value is bigger, the noise of the image is smaller. Mathematically, SNR is defined as in Eq. (12) [35] :
where, f (j) and f ref (j) denote the j th pixel value in the reconstructed image and the reference image, respectively.f represents the mean value of all pixels in the reconstructed image.
On other hand, SSIM [36] is used to denote the degree of structural similarity between the reconstructed image and the reference image, and the closer this value is to 1, the better the structural similarity is. SSIM is a combination of three different factors: luminance, contrast, and structure, and the structure is the main factor among them. The mean is used as the estimate of the luminance; the standard deviation is used as the estimate of the contrast; and the covariance is used as the estimate of similarity. Mathematically, SSIM is defined as in Eq. (13):
VOLUME 8, 2020 where µ x and µ y represent local means of the image x and image y. σ x and σ y represent local standard deviation of the image x and image y. σ xy r epresents local covariance between image x and image y. C 1 , C 2 and C 3 are small positive constants to prevent the denominator from being zero.
A. SHEPP-LOGAN PHANTOM
A classic noise-free Shepp-Logan phantom was used to initially test the performance of the MLEM-TV-MRP algorithm. The reference image is shown in Fig. 2(f) , and it has 512× 512 pixels corresponding to 512 detector bins. The reconstructed images in Fig. 2 (a-e) were done using MLEM, MLEM-MRP, TV-POCS, MLEM-TV and the proposed MLEM-TV-MRP algorithm in that order. And their region of interest (ROI) marked with a red rectangle in Fig. 2(e) were shown in Fig. 3 . The corresponding image profiles along the 412 th row marked with a red line in Fig. 2(f) were also projected (enlarged) as shown in Fig. 4 . From Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 , it can be observed that MLEM-TV-MRP algorithm has the least prominent artifacts [ Fig. 3(e) is clearest in ROI, which corresponds to the marked red rectangle in Fig. 2(e) ]. Also from Fig. 4 , it can be observed Fig. 2 and its position is the 412 th row which is marked with red line in Fig. 2(f) . (a) The overall profiles, (b) ROI marked with red rectangular in Fig. 4(a) .
that the profile of the MLEM-TV-MRP algorithm shows better consistency with the reference image than the other four algorithms. Thus, the MLEM-TV-MRP algorithm can get better image quality than any of the other four algorithms with respect to the reconstruction of Shepp-Logan phantom.
B. Pb-CH2 SAMPLE PHANTOM 1) SIMULATION AND MODELING
In lieu of the high cost of FNCT experiments, a transition from experiment to simulation research effectively reduces researches costs and improves research efficiency. In this study, Super Multi-functional Calculation Program for Nuclear Design and Safety Evaluation (SuperMC) developed by the FDS Team, which has parallel computing and cloud platform computing capabilities, has been used for the particle transport calculation [37] - [39] .
FNCT can be applied for the inspection of hydrogencontaining materials within heavy metal samples, such as water and many synthetics (e.g. lubricants, glues, polyethylene) contained within the iron, steel, or lead samples. Analyte materials for FNCT are generally simple bulk mass samples [15] . On the basis of the reasons mentioned above, we designed and simulated a lead-polyethylene (Pb-CH2) sample phantom whose geometric model was as shown in Fig. 5 . The neutron source type adopted for this simulation was the D-D fusion with the energy of 2.45 MeV [40] - [41] . The source was represented in the calculation as a parallel surface source whose dimension was 10 × 10 cm. In addition, a 10 × 10 cm mesh tally was used as the detector in the simulation. The mesh detector divided the sample into 512 slices along the Z-axis, while each slice was also divided into 512 × 512 pixels corresponding to 512 detector bins.
2) RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this study, a middle cross-sectional slice in the Pb-CH2 sample phantom was chosen to illustrate the performance of the MLEM-TV-MRP algorithm in the FNCT application. The MLEM, MLEM-MRP, TV-POCS, MLEM-TV and the MLEM-TV-MRP algorithm were used to reconstruct the slice in 25 projections covering 180 o angular range. The numbers of projections are much less than the complete projection number (803). In addition, an exposure of 2 * 10 6 n/cm 2 used in the simulation is much less than that of 1.5 * 10 7 n/cm 2 usually required for high-quality fast neutron images [12] , [23] . The reconstruction results for few high statistical noise projections are as follows.
The reconstruction images using different algorithms and the reference images are shown in Fig. 6 . It can be observed that all these algorithms can achieve reconstruction, however, they show different reconstructed image qualities. There are serious artifacts and noise in the reconstructed image using the algorithm of MLEM and MLEM-MRP. The reconstructed images of TV-POCS and MLEM-TV have some obvious improvement compared with that of MLEM and MLEM-MRP; but, some artifacts can still be seen, especially the places marked with circles in Fig. 6(c) and Fig. 6(d) . In Fig. 6(e) , the marked artifact is weakened or disappeared as compared to those in Fig. 6 (c) and Fig. 6(d) . These images illustrate the fact that the proposed MLEM-TV-MRP algorithm outperforms the other four algorithms in terms of artifacts and noise reduction. In addition, MLEM-TV-MRP can preserve most of the structural information without overshooting noise. These results also show that the MLEM-TV-MRP possesses advantages of TV (edgepreserving) and MRP (artifacts and noise reduction).
The profiles for reconstruction images using various algorithms are shown in Fig. 7 . It can be seen that the profiles along the 256 th row and 330 th column from MLEM-TV-MRP are closest to the profiles of the reference image, and are also the most smooth among these algorithms. In addition, the evaluation values obtained with the SNR and SSIM corresponding to the images shown in Fig. 6 are presented in Table 2 . In Table 2 , it can be seen that the SNR and SSIM of the MLEM-TV-MRP algorithm performed best in these algorithms; the SNR increase are respective 62%, 40.7%, 36.7% and 12.6% as compared to MLEM, MLEM-MRP, TV-POCS and MLEM-TV respectively. These results, once again illustrate the fact that the proposed MLEM-TV-MRP algorithm is most appropriate for FNCT and that the algorithm can obtain higher quality reconstruction image than the other four algorithms.
In order to study convergent with an increasing number of iterations, the distribution of SNR and SSIM for the five reconstruction algorithms are shown in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 respectively (Here, a fixed number of iterations as the stop critical of the main loop). As it can be seen from Fig. 8 , when the number of iterations is relatively high, the SNR of MLEM (24 th iteration), MLEM-MRP (28 th iteration), TV-POCS (13 th iteration) and MLEM-TV (65 th iteration) tend to decrease, and finally become stable, but, the SNR of MLEM-TV-MRP remains almost constant at a high number of iterations. The phenomenon illustrates the proposed algorithm can avoid the influence of noises as the number of iterations increases beyond a certain limit. And the explanations for the phenomenon are as follows: With iteration number increasing, the details come out slowly, but at the same time, the noises also enter the reconstructed images. The noises may be mainly from sparse sampling and isolated pixel spikes [33] . For the MLEM-TV-MRP, the isolated noises and noises from sparse sampling can be prevented to enter the reconstructed images by MRP and TV respectively. Other algorithms can prevent only zero or one aspect of noises, but the other aspect of noises cannot be solved very well.
Additionally, in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 , only convergent of TV-POCS is faster than that of MLEM-TV-MRP, but the SNR and SSIM of MLEM-TV-MRP are always higher than the other four algorithms after a small number of iterations. These illustrate that the proposed algorithm has good convergence performance especially in convergence value.
IV. CONCLUSION
This study is to find an appropriate algorithm to achieve high-quality reconstruction for FNCT from few high statistics noise fast neutron projections. The proposed MLEM-TV-MRP algorithm was initially evaluated by a classic noise-free Shepp-Logan phantom. It was observed that an MLEM-TV-MRP algorithm can get higher quality reconstructed image.
To further illustrate its performance in FNCT, a Pb-CH2 sample phantom with few high statistical noise projections was employed. The comparison results from a proposed MLEM-TV-MRP algorithm with several other algorithms show that all these algorithms can achieve reconstruction of FNCT, but have different reconstruction image qualities. The proposed MLEM-TV-MRP algorithm possesses advantages of TV (edge-preserving) and MRP (removing artifacts and noise). The application of MLEM-TV-MRP algorithm outperformed all the other four algorithms in both qualitative and quantitative evaluation. For example, marked artifacts reconstructed with MLEM-TV-MRP algorithm were either weakened or disappeared in its reconstruction image as compared to TV-POCS and MLEM-TV. Additionally, an SNR value (i.e., used in estimating noise level of reconstruction image) showed higher values for MLEM-TV-MRP algorithm; an increase of about 62%, 40.7%, 36.7% and 12.6% was compared with MLEM, MLEM-MRP, TV-POCS, and MLEM-TV respectively. It has also been shown that a profile for the MLEM-TV-MRP was closest to the reference image and was smoothest among the algorithms. Additional observation indicates that, unlike MLEM, MLEM-MRP, and MLEM-TV, the proposed MLEM-TV-MRP algorithm avoids the influence of noises as the number of iterations increases beyond a certain limit (i.e., indicated in Fig. 8 ). Thus the proposed algorithm has more potential to be applied in FNCT. In the future, more verification and validation work will be performed for MLEM-TV-MRP algorithm.
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